Cart2Cart - Automated Shopping Cart Migration!
Meet Cart2Cart, the ultimate solution for speeding up and simplifying store migration from your current shopping cart to over 65+ brand-new, progressive eCommerce
platforms!
Cart2Cart is an award-winning, proactive, one-of-its-kind service providing automated
online migration of product, customer, order data and other information from one
shopping cart to another. Currently Cart2Cart supports 65+ most popular shopping
carts on the market. The number of supported carts is constantly growing.
In over six years Cart2Cart performed more than 11 000 successful migrations!

With Cart2Cart You are TWO Steps Away
from Successful Migration

The Benefits of the Service
Quick and Clear Migration
This is the quickest and easiest way
to migrate all the data from your current
store to the target one. All you need to do
is register an account and follow several
simple steps to setup your migration options. All the rest is done by the team of
highly qualified engineers and you can do
without bothering about details.

Reasonable Cost
The price of your migration depends
solely on the number of entities you are
planning to transfer. Moreover, you have

an opportunity to learn the exact pricing
on your own, by using Migration Estimator.
You are to enter the number of products,
customers and orders and get the
estimates.

Demo Migration Available
Cart2Cart gives you a unique opportunity to estimate the service before kicking
off the full migration. You can transfer 10
entities in Demo Mode and see the effectiveness and accuracy of the whole process
yourself.

Migration Tracking
Migration is performed by Cart2Cart
team, however, you can monitor every step
of the process from your own account. This
way you will be sure everything goes the
right way.

Comprehensive Migration
Wizard
Cart2Cart Migration Wizard will guide
you step by step through migration setup,
so you will be able to accomplish everything
without any additional help. This way data
migration becomes as easy, as 1, 2, 3

World-class Support
In case of any questions or specific requests there is a highly qualified and accessible support team that is always ready to
help you.

Advantages Like a Rock
•

Migration process is fully automated you don’t need to be a programmer to
make successful migrations

•

Cart2Cart is the only service that imports Order History

•

Migrations are performed on servers
deployed on Amazon EC2 Service which
guarantees high data security

•

Additional options, such as customer
ID reservation, HTML clean up from the
description, etc., are available for your
shopping cart migration

•

Product Import covers multiple
(product gallery) images

More Information
Visit our website

USA Office

http://www.shopping-cart-migration.com

2801 Camino Del Rio S, Suite 302,
San Diego, CA 92117

To speak with a Product Specialist
Call 1-800-224-1462
contact@shopping-cart-migration.com

European Office
5B Brodivska St., Ternopil 46000, Ukraine

